SIGNIFICANCE

EXTERNAL
CAUSES

IDEOLOGICAL

KEY

Interaction

Pay less attention to
→ lack of representation.
Sometimes even publicly
make fun of elderly.

Signiﬁcant interaction
IDEOLOGICAL
ECONOMICAL
HEALTH (MENTAL AND PHYSICAL)
TECHNOLOGICAL
OTHER (SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL)

Stakeholder group
As a senior age, their life can become more
isolated. Their family is no longer at home with
them, and they may begin to isolate
themselves from the outside world. There
are many possible causes and eﬀects of this
problem. Government and various organization
have attempted to solve this wicked problem.

Stakeholder(example)

Interactions that
attempt to help seniors

ECONOMICAL

HEALTH

TECHNOLOGICAL

Targeted at the wealthier young
generation; not willing to spend
money on projects for elderly people.

have noproducts designed to satisfy elderly
people's special needs (e.g. need larger text,
more frequent voice reminders)

competition

TECH
COMPANIES

Delivery services
(Meals on Wheels)

17%

Modern media
(CNN,BBC, TIME)

Q to 65+ Pennsylvania
citizens - Do you feel lonely
at least some of the time?

NO

Carnegie Steel
Company

FAMILY & FRIENDS

Due to culture & norms, focused
on physical health

ELDERLY
FRIENDS

MEDICAL AND HEALTH ORGS
HEALTHCARE
PROVIDERS

HOSPITALS

Expense on Health
Care & medicine …

→ lack of awareness of elderlies'
loneliness, letting mental issues to
PEOPLE AGE 65
deteriorate
IS ACCOUNT FOR

YES

Signs of isolation among
seniors can take many
forms and sometimes
hard to recognize.

More and more elderly people migrate
away due to increasing living cost

Elderly spend more
savings on Health
Care & medicine

60

EDUCATION FACILITIES
Elderly
universities

Organizations
(AARP)

Lack of eﬃciency and believability;
Identiﬁed elder people as weak and
lack of protection, therefore unwilling
to provide good-quality service

‘Senior Scams’ occur frequently,
causing ﬁnancial loss for elderly people

Elderly are spending more of
their savings on medicine
and health-related issues

Used to the old ways of communicating
(via mail, face to face...)

Decreasing physical + mental health
Unstable income or little
retirement pension
Personal pride - unwilling to
accept external support

MENTAL HEALTH
Increased stress and anxiety
Depression

Inferiority + Distrust
AGE

80

ﬁnd it hard to reach seniors, therefore
often hold less participants than they
expected to.

better healthcare; allows longer life
expectancy, but with declining health,
which causes mental and physical
suﬀering
←People who now reach 60 are
generally projected to live into their
mid-80s but decline in health.

Necessary care
places burdens on
government
budgets and
resources.

Increasing cases of 'senior
scams' caused elderly
ﬁnancial loss

40

No. of people

Online academies
(Jewish Virtual
Learning Academy )

Don't know how to utilize convenient
digital communication tools to connect to
other seniors

AGE

Avg.
Senior
Household

SUICIDES IN THE US.

Bad memory, therefore take time and
eﬀort to learn technology

Careful supervision of elderlies that stays in
hospitals or retirement homes under
supervision → procedure of getting out takes
time and physical eﬀort

AGE

Higher rates of elder abuse

Q to PA elders
65+ (2016): Have
you tried
to participated
in events
orgnized for
elderly people?

PHYSICAL HEALTH
Eating disorder
Sleep problems

Distrust in social
orgnizations

Economic Growth in
healthcare and
insurance companies

Dementia
Smoking
Higher risk of chronic diseases

No+
No+ Not aware
Not aware

Commom courses oﬀerd...

hard to access due to low mobility caused
by poor physical health

Photography

Have programs developed for elders, but hard
to access due to technological diﬃculties

However, technology is
having trouble keepig up
with increasing demand
of the aging population

Not aware of the presence of
facilities/ resources for elders

limited ﬁnancial resources are going to
elderly people.

Lack of attention given to the
elderly population

Unaware of
government resources

% OF PA GOV’S
EXPENSE ON
ELDERLY (2016)

INTERVENTION I
ELDERS-YOUNGSTERS BONDING PROGRAM

INTERVENTION II
MEDIA AFTER 30 YRS

Position in Meadows’ model:
Intent + Goals
Lenses:

INTERVENTION III
SMART HOME FOR ELDERLY

Position in Meadows’ model:
Feedback loops

Position in Meadows’ model:
Parameters + Buﬀer stocks

Lenses:

Lenses:

Social, Environmental

Economical, Health (mental and
physical), Technological

Ideological, Social

METHODOLOGY

Many current interventions provide resources for elders
passively. Although some of these elder-speciﬁc programs
actively advertise within the community, it is still constrained in
the model that rely on elders initiating the interaction.

EYBP encourages interaction between elders and younger
generations by creating discount program for various social
activities such as dining. These sponsered restarants would
spread across various communities such as college campus,
museums, airports, shopping malls and public parks.

A FATAL PROBLEM

THE BENIGN POSITIVE CYCLE IN MEDIA

IN THE FUTURE

CURRENT STATUS

The elders do
not feel needed
by the society

Several technologies
have been created to
combat the wicked
problem, like at home
nursing through video
calling; and even robot
companions to aid
them with simple tasks

Tech companies growing
at a faster rate
economically since they
pay less for elderly
employee's healthcare
and pension.

Care about elders, wanted to make
them less isolated by oﬀering calsses;
attempt to build a community.

Tai-chi

Pennsylvania CARE Act:
Hospitals have a year to make
plans for helping family
caregivers not only understand
the level of care required, but
also to equip them with the
skills to perform those tasks
after a loved one is discharged,
but there is no penalty if
hospitals do not follow this act.

No+
Aware

GOVERNMENT
PA Government

In 2013, an estimated 1.65
million Pennsylvanians were
caring for their loved ones,
according to the AARP. That’s a
sizeable chunk of the state’s
12.8 million population.

Some are unwilling to learn new tech
due to (physical health issues, don't
want to bother family members)

Almost only communicate digitally,
(formed an enclosed group) therefore
naturally don't talk to the elderly

Elders have a hardtime
moving around (physically) +
less willing to visit (mentally)

The problem remains
unknown / unimportant to
a lot of people due to lack
of awareness

The elderly's negative
perceptions towards
themselves

Lost connections to elderly friends

Target on young people, ignore
needs and wants of elders (due to
their marginal position)

One out of ten senior citizens
believes that they have been
looked down upon by the
younger generation because
of their age.

view elderly people as weak, and
incapable of taking care of themselves
without the assistance.

THE YOUNGER
GENERATION

Collapse of steel industry and manufacturing
jobs after 1960 drew away working-age citizens

Seldom organize online+ physical community
events, causing mental isolation of elderlies

Some elders are eager to learn
new technologies and adapt,
but they often feel
inadequate in their abilities
and instructions and
compared themselves to
younger generations

Distancing from people
becomes a 'norm'

deliver food and living necessities to elders
staying alone at homes, reduced the need of
going out and communicate with people.

Aware of the responsibility of taking care of
the retired elderly people

Communication
apps (Facebook)

Transportation
companies

Shrinking, therefore ﬁnd it hard to
provide suﬃcient ﬁnancial resources for
retired employees

Negative
Eﬀect

IDEOLOGICAL
ECONOMICAL
HEALTH (MENTAL AND PHYSICAL)
TECHNOLOGICAL
OTHER (SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL)

Bad user experience.

when you go round on the
service, … this may be the
only person they see the
whole of that 24 hours.”
—— Meals on Wheels Employee

STEEL
INDUSTRY

Digital
entertainment
(Hollywood, Marvel)

Banking (PNC)

In 2050 one person in three will be over 65.

Positive
Eﬀect

Elderly are often unwilling to become
burdens of children and society.

Online banking service, reduced the need
of going out and communicate with
people. 21 percent of those 80 and older
had Internet at home.

Health status

BUSINESSES
SERVICE
COMPANIES

PEN NSYLVA NIA (2018)

Have good intentions, want to bring
seniors what they need, so they can avoid
physical damage

EXTERNAL
EFFECTS

KEY

Interactions that
isolated seniors

in 2050

27%

INTERNAL
EFFECTS

Often need additional support
(technological + economical) from the
younger generation.

Using advanced tech in the newest
automobiles. Elderly people don’t know
how to use them + slow learning process.

ANTICIPATED ELDER ONLINE BANKING
SERVICE USERS IN 2020

19%

SOCIAL

transferred to digital
platforms; release less and
less paper-based material.

Elderly can’t aﬀord transportation tools,
causing lower mobility

% of the population 65 years over …

in 2018

INTERNAL
CAUSES

Jenny Liu
Emily Spooner
CeCe Liu
Mary Safy
Wenqing Yin
Laurel Rountree

Increasing rate of participating dining
location, Intergenerational conversation
becomes more observable

A nonproﬁt group develops that promotes elderly
engagement in the community raises money
though individual donations, contributions
and partnerships with companies, and
government grants.

Depression and social detatchment decrease
in elderly population.
Communication between elderly and the rest of
society increases creating a stronger connection
between the two groups .

Predjudices against elderly decrease
amongst people in society.
Over the course of time that that the
advertisements are aired, Individuals see these
advertisements and view elderly in a new light and
compel them to be less intimidated by the
generation gap when interacting with elderly.

Targets geographically
isolated elders.
Improves elder’s life
quality through meals

\
Young people's
willingness to
communicate
Bonding programs are disappearing as
intergenerational groups form naturally.

CONVERSATION

The society needs the elders just as much as
the elders want to feel connected. Instead of
seeing taking care of elders as a civil
responsibilty, establishing mutually beneﬁcial
relationship would be more long-lasting.
The ideal future needs the intenvention to
better intergrate elders in the society. It requires
changes in the mindset that intervention
arises from.

The elders are
exposed to new social
trends and opinions

Young generation
diverse are exposed to
diverse views on life
outside of their family
and social circle.

CITY &
FAMILY
LEVEL

TIME
Elderly feel more comfortable interacting with
community and sharing there concerns/input.
The elderly view themselves being depicted
positively and interacting with society which
compels them to communicate more.

SUMMARY
More investment
for the elderly in
media is drawn

More people accept
the elderly
population+ pay
more attention to
them

Elderly
appear in
media more
frequently

POSITIVE
FEEDBACK

Inﬂuenced by
media, elderly
people
become more
willing to
communicate

MENTAL
BURDEN

DISTRUST

Staying at care centers?
• Senior citizens are often viewed as weak, and incapable of taking care of themselves
without the assistance of family members or a caretaker.
• Many senior citizens are placed in assisted living homes or care centers against their
wishes since family members are unwilling to spend extra time looking after them.
• Due to lack of facilities and unfamiliarity, elders are more likely to suﬀer from falling.
Staying at homes?
• The ones stayed at home often feel bad about themselves since their children would
worry about them while working/having classes.
• Such ideology causes further mental isolation. Plus, elderly people that wish to prove
their abilities often reject help provided by others, even when they encounter tasks that
require physical strength.

criticism against
elderly in media

The advertising agency creates ads that show
elderly being active members
of communities (taking care of grandchildren,
doing volunteer work with people of all ages,
etc.) to show that aging is a part of life and that
the elderly share similar interests with people of
all ages. People become more open to
communication with elderly through
understanding their circumstances

A larger portion of
government collected social
security taxes will go
towards funding home
accessibility improvements
for senior citizens.

The technology industry is
expanding dramatically. Such
advancement leads to the
creation of more smart
home devices that could
beneﬁt elderly people.

CURRENT STATUS

Elders'
willingness to
communicate

I have changed my career
multiple times in my life. First
time when I was 24, I met my
mentor in the mechanical
department in 1972…..

There are more and more
people quitting social media.
I think as me and my friend
turned 30, we realized we
can only have so many time
to hang out with so many
friends….

Falling is one of the leading causes of
death and injury amount senior
citizens in the United States.
$30 billion is spent annually to cover
medical costs associated with senior
citizen falling.

Media paints increasingly positive image of
elderly and normalize aging without being
condescending towards elders and
demonstrate value of elderly
within community.
It becomes a norm that elders are captured
positively in media. As a result, more fund goes
toward supporting elders in media.

PASSIVELY
PROVIDING

FUTURE SITUATION

INDIVIDUAL
LEVEL

Bad memory; often
need reminders

FULLY
UTILIZE

EASE+
TRUST

Public
• Increasing awareness of available home modiﬁcations, Pamphlets, bus ads, public
awareness advertising campaigns.
• Due to increased smart home devices, Public perception of senior citizens changes
• Senior citizens viewed as independent, strong, capable in aid of smart home devices.
Family
• Family members feel assured that their loved ones are safe in their own homes
• Decrease of seniors placed in assisted living homes against their wishes.

Voice assistant- ease
communications

Take time to be sent
to hospitals

Real-time heart rate,
blood pressure

Easily targeted by thieves
Auto lock/
unlock

